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center english meaning cambridge dictionary

Mar 31 2024

web center definition 1 us spelling of centre 2 the middle point or part 3 the person or thing that everyone is most learn more

center definition meaning merriam webster

Feb 28 2024

web the meaning of center is the point around which a circle or sphere is described broadly a point that is related to a geometrical figure in
such a way that for any point on the figure there is another point on the figure such that a straight line joining the two points is bisected by
the original point called also center of symmetry

center definition meaning dictionary com

Jan 29 2024

web center definition the middle point as the point within a circle or sphere equally distant from all points of the circumference or surface or
the point within a regular polygon equally distant from the vertices see examples of center used in a sentence

center definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Dec 28 2023

web the person or thing that everyone is most interested in and pays most attention to she s the center of attention everywhere she goes see
more be at the center of something to

center definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Nov 26 2023

web 6 days ago   the us spelling of centre click for english pronunciations examples sentences video
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center definition of center by the free dictionary

Oct 26 2023

web cen ter s�n t�r n 1 a point or place that is equally distant from the sides or outer boundaries of something the middle the center of a
stage 2 a a point equidistant from the vertices of a regular polygon b a point equidistant from all points on the circumference of a circle or
on the surface of a sphere 3

center oxford learner s dictionaries

Sep 24 2023

web center noun �sent� r �sent�r us english british english centre idioms countable the middle point or part of something the center of
something he walked to the center of the circle in the center of something there was a long table in the center of the room the statue is in the
very center of the temple

center definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Aug 24 2023

web as a verb you can center your attention on something or center a centerpiece in the middle of a table definitions of center noun an area
that is approximately central within

centre center n ¹ adj meanings etymology and more oxford

Jul 23 2023

web oct 4 2023   center is a point or prick in the middle of a line or circle c being the center to that circle w hughes flower garden new edition
95 1768 a circle in the middle whereof is a prick or point by which the circle is described which is called the center j leadbeater gentleman
tradesman s compleat assistant iii ii 217 cite

center wordreference com dictionary of english

Jun 21 2023
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web a building or part of a building used as a meeting place for a particular group or having facilities for certain activities a youth center
the company has a complete recreation center in the basement an office or other facility providing a specific service or dealing with a
particular emergency a flood relief center a crisis center

center definition meaning yourdictionary

May 21 2023

web center definition meaning yourdictionary home dictionary meanings center definition s�nt�r centered centering centers meanings synonyms
sentences

center wiktionary the free dictionary

Apr 19 2023

web mar 23 2024   noun edit center plural centers american spelling canadian spelling alternative if a point be taken within a circle and more
than two equal straight lines fall from the point on the circle the point taken is the centre of the circle japanese scientists are to explore
the centre of the earth

center definition meaning britannica dictionary

Mar 19 2023

web britannica dictionary definition of center 1 count the middle point or part of something the center of the room circle the candies have a
soft center middle the staircase is in the center of the building often used before another noun the center aisle lane 2 singular

center meaning of center in longman dictionary of

Feb 15 2023

web center meaning definition what is center the american spelling of centre learn more

centre definition meaning dictionary com

Jan 17 2023
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web center centre 1 �s�nt� noun geometry the midpoint of any line or figure esp the point within a circle or sphere that is equidistant from
any point on the circumference or

center oxford learner s dictionaries

Dec 16 2022

web noun �s�nt�r canadian english usually centre middle countable the middle point or part of something the center of a circle a long table
in the center of the room chocolates with soft centers want to learn more

centre english meaning cambridge dictionary

Nov 14 2022

web centre english meaning cambridge dictionary meaning of centre in english centre noun c uk us center uk �sen t� r us �sen t � centre noun c
middle add to

center oxford learner s dictionaries

Oct 14 2022

web intransitive to take place mainly in or around the place mentioned most of the fighting was centered in the north of the capital transitive
center something adv prep to move something so that it is in the center of something else this button will center the image on the page see
center in the oxford advanced american dictionary

centred centered adjective oxford english dictionary

Sep 12 2022

web cite centred centered adjective factsheet etymology meaning use pronunciation forms frequency compounds derived words factsheet what
does the adjective

ilo dict and japan launch first digital transformation centre in

Aug 12 2022
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web 5 days ago   launch of the first digital transformation centre in central luzon philippines in addition to the dtc construction in dau
mabalacat city in pampanga the ilo dict and japan also worked closely to build a similar facility in cotabato city and provide computers and
satellite based internet connectivity in areas where msmes face connectivity

center definition meaning dictionary com

Jul 11 2022

web noun geometry the middle point as the point within a circle or sphere equally distant from all points of the circumference or surface or
the point within a regular polygon equally distant from the vertices a point pivot axis etc around which anything rotates or revolves the
sun is the center of the solar system

japan ilo and dict launch digital transformation center in

Jun 09 2022

web 5 days ago   on 26 april 2024 the government of japan in cooperation with the international labour organization ilo and the department
of information and communications technology dict launched the digital transformation center dtc in mabalacat city pampanga

father of former youth detention center resident testifies against

May 09 2022

web 8 hours ago   file the sununu youth services center in manchester n h stands among trees jan 28 2020 in court tuesday april 30 2024
the state continued making its case that it should not be held liable for the misconduct

with 175m in new funding island wants the browser to be at the center

Apr 07 2022

web 9 hours ago   the company which is putting the browser at the center of security announced a 175 million series d investment on tuesday
at a whopping 3 billion valuation island has now raised a total of
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centre definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Mar 07 2022

web a building office etc that is used for a particular business or activity a conference centre the retailer has a customer service centre in
dundee and distribution centres in dundee

hong kong transgender activist gets new male id after yearslong

Feb 03 2022

web 22 hours ago   activist henry tse holds up a mock id card outside the immigration tower in hong kong after receiving his new identity
document on april 29 2024

centre oxford learner s dictionaries

Jan 05 2022

web definition of centre noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more

as internet data centers multiply efforts to control them are

Dec 04 2021

web 19 hours ago   as internet data centers multiply efforts to control them are growing by antonio olivo april 30 2024 at 6 00 a m edt
data centers have been built as close to 50 feet from homes in loudoun

watch former msu center nick samac gets emotional in nfl

Nov 02 2021

web 1 day ago   samac listed at 6 feet 4 and 307 pounds started 32 games and made 48 appearances in his five year career at msu all at
center he enrolled in 2019 under coach mark dantonio and became a leader
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king charles returns to public duties in visit to cancer treatment center

Oct 02 2021

web 18 hours ago   london cnn king charles iii who is being treated for an unspecified cancer returned to public duties on tuesday with his first
official engagement since his diagnosis after his doctors were

russia strikes civilian center in odesa killing five

Aug 31 2021

web 10 hours ago   april 30 2024 2 58 p m et ukrainian officials said a russian airstrike on monday evening killed five people and wounded
about 30 others in odesa a southern ukrainian city that has been a

centre oxford learner s dictionaries

Jul 31 2021

web intransitive to take place mainly in or around the place mentioned most of the fighting was centred in the north of the capital transitive
centre something adv prep to move something so that it is in the centre of something else this button will centre the image on the page word
origin

how americans view big tech in 2024 pew research center

Jun 29 2021

web 1 day ago   roughly eight in ten americans 78 say these companies have too much power and influence in politics today according to a
new pew research center survey of 10 133 u s adults conducted feb 7 11 2024 this is up from 72 in 2020 another 16 say these sites have
the right amount of political influence while only 4 think they

renovated minneapolis american indian center reflects urban

May 28 2021

web 1 day ago   the minneapolis american indian center provides social services to the urban native community and has served as a central
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gathering place for nearly 50 years the redesign reflects a sense of

king charles at cancer center in return to public life after cancer

Apr 27 2021

web 16 hours ago   april 30 2024 at 9 01 a m edt britain s king charles iii and queen camilla react as they with meet with staff members
during a visit to the university college hospital macmillan cancer centre
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